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What do you know about Cat Breeding? What do you know about the different Cat Breeds? If

youâ€™re really passionate about cats, continue reading! Today only, get this  bestseller for just

$2.99. Regularly priced at $4.99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device.This

book will help you better understand Cat Breeding. It has been written as a general overview

outlining the main things you need to know about this subject. It's a short read and a great start for

people who know little about the subject. Cat breeding can be a rewarding experience, but it's not

an operation to be undertaken lightly. If youâ€™re thinking about breeding your pet, first consider

the tragic surplus of unwanted cats sitting in shelters and running the streets at this very moment.

Are you absolutely sure you'll be able to find or provide permanent homes for the kittens you'll help

bring into the world? If you're committed to this obligation, then read on.Cat breeding seems to be

slightly less complicated than dog breeding, since you don't need to be as precise about the timing

and felines seem to be far more self-sufficient at handling the mating themselves. Cat breeding is

noisy, and frankly, a bit rough. Once introduced, a pair will engage in behavior that looks more like

warfare than romance. Although the breeder should be present in case things truly get out of hand,

it's better to resist the urge to intervene and let the cat breeding commence naturally.This book will

help you understand this whole process. Although every cat is not of sufficient quality to make it

worth breeding, there are some worthy specimens that can make a contribution to their breed.

Check with your vet to determine your pet's health, and proceed responsibly from that point

forward.What you are about to learn... Chapter 1 â€“ Cat Breeds and Types  Chapter 2 â€“ Breeding

Your Cat  Chapter 3 â€“ How to Assist in Whelping  Chapter 4: Basic Training Concepts for Cats

Much, much more! Read what other people have to say "This book covers some essential

information on cat breeding. Though there is some common sense advice, this guide is loaded with

helpful tips on cat whelping that I haven't seen eslwhere. I find the author's breeding technique very

interesting and helpful. This little book is great for anyone who wants to know more about cats."-

Lisa - "This is a great guide for anyone who is trying to get into cat breeding. It is clear, concise and

easy to understand. Great guide!"- Kai Perrera - Download your copy today!Scroll up and click the

orange button "Buy Now" on the top right of this page to access this book in under a minuteTake

action today and download this book for a limited time discount of only $2.99! Learn more today

about Cat Breeding today!Tags: cat breeds free; pet breeding; cat breeds; cat types; cat whelping;

cat training; cat breeding; cat books for kids; cats information; cat behavior; cat breed encyclopedia;

cat mating; cat gestation; cat pregnancy: kitten care; kitten books; kitten training; cat people books;

cat picture books; cat pictures; cat tips; cat advice; cats; cats cradle; cats funny; cats vs dogs; cat



pet; cats pets; how to raise cats; how to take care of cats; cat supplies; cat gifts; cat secrets

revealed; cat story books; cat stories for kids; cat and dogs books; cats and kittens; cat care; cats

behavior; cats for dummies; cats for beginners; cats 101; cats care; cat 101; cats guide; cats

secrets; kitten books; kitten books for kids; kitten information; cats craddle; kitten tips; kitten advice;

kitten help
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All about the breeding of pedigreed cats and caring for kittens. In this guide it clearly discusses

about cat breeds, queening, kitten care, stud keeping and a lot more. It's also a good quick

reference so you'll know what to expect from cats. Their quite different from dogs so this is a good

start for anyone who's planning to keep a feline.

I am prior to the cat breeding. This book helps me a lot to understand it. Through here, I learn about

breeding cats. It is basic therefore, easy to understand and follow. All are well written as well where

you can easy to read. I like all of it and it would be recommended!

Breeding cats is not as simple as it sounds because there are many things which needs to be

considered and this book helps a lot in that manner. There are some interesting facts about cats



which I never knew. It tells what to feed, when to feed them, the proper temperature, their breeds

etc. The process is overwhelming. I liked the book very much!

Cat breeding is not as simple as some may think it is, though its not so difficult either. If you think it

is so difficult, you should come check out this book. There are really great tips on cat breeding and

its not as difficult as breeding a dog. These two conditions are different though, but if you have bred

a dog before, you will know what I mean.I am totally new in this business of cat breeding, it is not

usually as easy when you are new in it, but with the aid of this book, things become easier and you

learn a lot that can turn you in to a great cat breeder in just a short time. This book is definitely

meant for people like me. It was made as simple as possible. Various breeds were explained and I

find that really helpful

The only reason this book deserved a 5-star rating is for the nice photography and the basic

information. If you know nothing about Persians, and have never had one, then whatever you learn

is a plus and you would probably benefit from this book. However, if you are experienced with

Persians, you will probably find little here that you do not already know, or have not already read in

other general cat care books. Granted, many cat breeds have some distinct characteristics, such as

the tendency of some Persians' eyes to "tear and run," and the extra grooming requirements

necessary not only for Persians but for any long-haired cat. It is what you might call â€œBasic Cat

Breeding 101."

As a major cat lover, I found this book to be exactly what I was looking for because I have been

thinking about breeding my cats and this book helped me to decide that I should definitely do it

regardless of the hassle involved!I would recommend this book to my other friends who each have

cats as this book will be great for them as they have been thinking about breeding as well.Great

Buy!!
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